The eight rooftops to discover this winter in New York

For a unique – and almost unreal - view of the city that never sleeps.

When, with the arrival of winter, New York freezes under the harsh temperatures or turns white with snow, life on the panoramic rooftops goes on incessantly. In the Big Apple you cannot give up the pleasure of a drink with a view, transformed this season into a fabulous city from a Nordic fairy tale, where you can live as if under a spell. The open-air environments are dressed in plaid, furs, candles and lights or are transformed into chalets or even skating rinks.

Located on the twenty-sixth floor of the iconic art deco Beekman Tower on the East River is Ophelia Lounge NYC. It is a terrace, partly covered and partly open, with panoramic views of Manhattan, Brooklyn and the East River. In winter guests are greeted with a glittering 'Snow globe in the sky' installation, with garlands of thousands of crystals and glittering snowflakes hanging from the five meter ceiling, in the main bar area, and also on the terrace.